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Edge morphology induced rectifier diode effect in
C3N nanoribbon†

Jing-Jing He, ab Yan-Dong Guo, *ab Xiao-Hong Yan*abcd and Hong-Li Zengbe

The two-dimensional material C3N has a honeycomb structure similar to graphene, but its heterogeneity

of carbon and nitrogen elements makes it multifunctional. By performing a first-principles study, we find

that edge morphology induces interesting electronic transport properties in step-like heterojunction

devices composed of width-variable zigzag C3N nanoribbons. As long as the right part has an edge of

all-carbon morphology, negative differential resistance and rectification effects will occur. If both edges

are not of all-carbon morphology due to the presence of N atoms, a forward-conducting and reverse-

blocking rectifier diode behavior will appear. These phenomena originate from the peculiar electronic

structure of the zigzag C3N nanoribbons. The number of energy bands crossing the Fermi level

gradually decreases from 2 to 0 as the number of all-carbon edges decreases, realizing a transition from

metal to semiconductor. The band gap determines the cut-off region at low bias and the presence of an

interface barrier causes the cut-off state to continue under high reverse bias. Diverse edge morphologies,

simple cutting methods and rich electronic transport properties make C3N materials competitive in

nanodevice applications.

Introduction

Since the discovery of graphene, two-dimensional (2D) materials
have become a research hotspot.1–4 A new 2D layered material
C3N, similar to graphene, also has a honeycomb lattice structure,
however, unlike the all-carbon composition of graphene, both
carbon and nitrogen heteroatoms are evenly distributed, with
three sp2 carbons sharing a tertiary nitrogen.5–9 It is due to the
presence of the nitrogen atoms that C3N opens a band gap,
which is different from the metallicity of graphene. Recently, the
2D material C3N has been successfully prepared by Mahmood’s
and Yang’s groups using different methods. Mahmood et al.6

used direct pyrolysis of hexaaminobenzene trihydrochloride
(HAB) single crystals in the solid state, while Yang et al.5 con-
ducted a controllable large-scale synthesis by polymerization of
2,3-diaminophenazine (DAP). The as-prepared C3N shows an

indirect band gap of 0.39 eV which will increase with decreasing
quantum dot size to in excess of 2.74 eV.5 A back-gate field-
effect transistor made of monolayer C3N exhibits an on–off
current ratio up to 5.5 � 1010.5 Theoretically, the first-principles
study of Wang’s research group10 demonstrates that monolayer
C3N has high stability and ultra-high mechanical strength,
and its Young’s modulus of 1090.0 GPa is higher than the
1057.7 GPa of graphene. In addition, monolayer C3N is an
indirect bandgap semiconductor (1.09 eV) with a strong polar
covalent bond, while multilayered C3N with an AD stack exhi-
bits metallicity.10

A variety of interesting electronic transport properties have
been found in nanodevices based on 2D materials, such as
negative differential resistance (NDR),11–14 rectification,15–17 spin
filtering,18–21 switching22–24 and field-effect transistors.25–27

Among them, rectification, which has been widely reported in
molecular nanodevices, has attracted considerable attention and
also been extensively studied in graphene heterojunctions.28–35

Li et al.36 found pronounced rectification behavior in armchair-
zigzag graphene nanoribbon heterojunctions, and this strongly
depends on the width of the junction. The revealed microscopic
mechanism originates from the inherent asymmetry of the
aGNR–zGNR heterojunction which can induce asymmetrical
motion of resonance and interference. Cao et al.37 reported that
both bare-dihydrogenated and monohydrogenated–dihydrogenated
ZGNR heterojunctions exhibit rectification characteristics
which are caused by the different mirror operation symmetry
of the bands near the Fermi level. A. R. Cadore et al.38studied
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the graphene–metal heterojunction and found an asymmetrical
resistance in electronic transport for electrons and holes due to
an electrostatic interaction, and this can be tuned in a rever-
sible manner by exposing graphene devices to H2. In addition,
rectification has also been investigated in graphene-like hetero-
juctions, e.g., partially edge-hydrogenated MoS2 nanoribbon
heterostructures39 and bare-monohydrogenated phosphorene
heterojunctions.35 Experimentally, Young and Kim40 prepared
extremely narrow graphene heterojunctions and found magnetic-
field-dependent oscillatory conductance as a result of quantum
interference and Klein tunnelling effects.36

Recently, Ma et al.41 fabricated a step-like armchair graphene
nanoribbon heterojunction using a surface-assisted self-
assembly process to achieve seamless staircase electrical con-
tact. An et al.42 performed first-principles calculations on
step-like graphene nanoribbons and studied the regulation of
the width of the step on the electronic transport properties.
Motivated by these theoretical and experimental studies, we pay
our attention to the newly prepared 2D material C3N. It is worth
noting that, unlike pure-carbon graphene, changes in the width
of the C3NNR also cause changes in the edge morphology
(all-carbon or C–N mixed morphology). So, for a step-like C3N
heterojunction, in addition to the step, the edge morphology is
also an essential factor to be considered. The impact of the dual
regulation mechanism on the electronic transport property of
the step-like heterojunction of the new material C3N deserves
further study. In this paper, we construct a step-like hetero-
junction (HJ) device composed of width-variable zigzag C3N
nanoribbons (ZC3NNRs), i.e., a fixed left part and a changing
right part with increasing width. The calculations conclude that
the change in edge morphology can effectively regulate the
electronic properties of the ZC3NNRs, thereby changing the
nature of the heterojunction (switching between metal–metal
contact and metal–semiconductor contact). NDR and rectifica-
tion effects will occur in HJs if the right part has an edge of all-
carbon morphology, and the greater the step, the more obvious
the rectification phenomenon. Interestingly, forward-conducting
and reverse-blocking rectifier diode behavior appears in HJs with
N atoms on both edges of the right part.

Methodology

The calculations are performed using the Atomistix Toolkit
(ATK) package, which is based on a combination of density
functional theory (DFT) and the non-equilibrium Green’s func-
tion (NEGF) technique.43 The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof formu-
lation of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is used
as the exchange–correlation function and the double-zeta
polarized basis set is employed in the calculations. The mesh
cutoff energy is set to be 150 Ry and the k-point mesh is 1 � 1 �
100 in the Monkhorst–Park scheme.44 The vacuum spaces of
the supercell are set to be more than 15 Å to eliminate inter-
actions with adjacent images. All the atomic positions of the
structure have been optimized until all the forces are smaller
than 0.01 eV Å�1. The edges of the ZC3NNRs are terminated

with hydrogen (H) atoms to remove the dangling bonds. For the
pristine ZC3NNRs, spin-polarized calculations with both ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic initial guess converge to the
nonmagnetic (NM) state,45 so in this paper we focus on the
NM state.

In NEGF theory, the current of the two-probe system is calcu-
lated based on the Landauer–Büttiker formula

IðVÞ ¼ 2e

h

ð
TðE;VÞ f E � mLð Þ � f E � mRð Þ½ �dE; (1)

where mL(R) is the chemical potential of the left (right) electrode,
f (E � mL(R)) is the Fermi distribution of the left (right) electrode
and V = (mL � mR)/e represents the bias window. T(E,V) is the
transmission probability through the two-probe system which
is obtained using Green’s function

T(E,V) = Tr[GL(E,V)GR(E,V)GR(E,V)GA(E,V)], (2)

where GR(A)(E,V) is the retarded (advanced) Green’s function of
the scattering region and GL(R) is the coupling matrix to the left
(right) electrode. Clearly, the current is determined by the area
of the integral region in the bias window.

Results and discussions

Due to the heterogeneity with C and N elements, there are three
possible edge morphologies by cutting a C3N sheet into zigzag
nanoribbons: (1) both edges are of all-carbon morphology, named
XCC; (2) only one edge has N atoms, named XNC; (3) both edges
have N atoms, called XNN, where X is the number of atoms along
the nanowire in the direction of the width as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We construct some C3N-HJ devices composed of width-variable
ZC3NNRs. The left part is fixed with 9NC nanoribbon, but the

Fig. 1 Schematic illustrations of C3N-HJ devices constructed of zigzag
C3N structures with different widths and different edges. (a) 9NC–4CC;
(b) 9NC–3NC; (c) 9NC–4NN. Nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms are
shown by blue, gray and white balls, respectively.
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right part has three edge morphologies with increasing width,
including 4CC, 6CC, 8CC, 3NC, 5NC, 7NC, 4NN, 6NN and 8NN.
Accordingly, the C3N-HJ devices are classified into three types,
labelled as 9NC–XCC, 9NC–XNC and 9NC–XNN respectively.
For clarity, Fig. 1 shows schematic illustrations of 9NC–4CC,
9NC–3NC and 9NC–4NN devices. It is noteworthy that as the
width of the right side increases, the step between the left and
right sides reduces. It is significant to study the effects of the
step and edge morphology on the electronic transport proper-
ties. In order to eliminate the influence of different interface
structures as much as possible, for the same type of device, the
bonding of atoms at the interface is consistent, marked with a
circle in Fig. 1. Here, the atoms at the center interface are not
passivated,46,47 as a comparison, the H-passivated configura-
tions will be discussed at the end. The total energies and edge
energies of the C3N-HJ devices have been calculated and are
summarized in Table S1 (ESI†), showing good stability.48,49

Fig. 2 presents the current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of
the ZC3NNR-HJ devices. For 9NC–XCC devices, as shown in
Fig. 2(a), these three I–V curves are approximately linear in the
range of �0.3 V to 0.6 V and almost overlap each other,
especially for 9NC–6CC and 9NC–8CC. As the forward bias
increases, the current of 9NC–4CC continues to increase, but
the currents of 9NC–6CC and 9NC–8CC begin to reduce, exhi-
biting NDR effects. As the reverse bias increases, the currents of
9NC–4CC and 9NC–6CC continue to increase, but at �0.4 V and
�0.6 V respectively, the I–V curves start to become asymmetric
with those at forward bias, indicating rectification behaviors.
However, the current of 9NC–8CC behaves similarly at forward
and reverse bias, both exhibiting NDR phenomena. It can be
seen that when the step is larger, the rectification character-
istics of the 9NC–XCC devices are more obvious, however when
the step becomes smaller, the rectification gradually disappears
and the NDR phenomenon is more prominent instead. In
Fig. 2(b), the I–V characteristics of the 9NC–XNC devices are
similar to those of the 9NC–XCC structures, except that the
rectification effect of the 9NC–3NC and the NDR phenomena of
the 9NC–5NC and 9NC–7NC are more obvious.

Surprisingly, for 9NC–XNN devices, their I–V characteristics
are quite different from the first two. As shown in Fig. 2(c), all
9NC–XNN devices show forward-conducting and reverse-blocking
rectifier diode characteristics. Interestingly, the current of the

9NC–6NN device is larger than that of the 9NC–8NN device
which has a smaller step, so the current does not always
increase as the step decreases. Structurally speaking, as can
be seen from Fig. 1(c), 4NN is a non-mirror-symmetric struc-
ture, as is 8NN, but 6NN is a mirror-symmetric structure, so we
suspect that the symmetry has a non-negligible influence on
electron scattering as well.50 In order to verify our idea, we add
the 9NC–2NN calculation in Fig. 2(c). Sure enough, the current
of 9NC–2NN is obviously larger than that of 9NC–4NN. Thus,
for 9NC–XNN devices, the configuration of the right part is
crucial for electron scattering. To more fully verify the impact of
symmetry on the current magnitude, more models are needed
for comparison by increasing the width of the left part, but in
this study, we mainly focus on the rectification mechanism,
so do not further expand here.

We select 9NC–5NC, 9NC–3NC and 9NC–6NN devices with
significant NDR, rectification and diode effects respectively,
and calculate their transmission spectra under different bias in
Fig. 3. For the 9NC–5NC device, the transmission peak near the
Fermi level becomes narrower as the bias increases. When the
bias increases from 0.2 V to 0.6 V, although the transmission
peak is narrowed a little, the integrated area is remarkably
increased due to the enlarged bias window, thus the current
becomes larger. However, as the bias continues to increase to
1.0 V, this transmission peak becomes significantly narrowed,
resulting in a smaller integrated area, so that the current
decreases and an NDR effect occurs. For the 9NC–3NC device,
it is apparent that the transmission peak at 0.1 eV under a
forward bias of 0.6 V is greatly suppressed under a reverse bias
of �0.6 V, so the integration area is obviously reduced, and a
significant rectification effect appears. As for the 9NC–6NN
device, when a reverse bias of �0.6 V is applied, the transmis-
sion peak at �0.4 eV under a forward bias of 0.6 V is completely
suppressed and there is no other transmission peak in the bias
window, therefore the electrons in this system cannot be trans-
mitted, inducing a forward-conducting and reverse-blocking
rectifier diode effect. It is well-known that, the structure of
the material determines the nature of the electronic transport,
which we will discuss in detail in the next section.

Among the ZC3NNRs with three types of edge morphology,
6CC, 5NC and 4NN are chosen as representatives to analyze
their electronic structures. As shown in Fig. 4(a), comparing

Fig. 2 The current–voltage curves of (a) 9NC–XCC; (b) 9NC–XNC; (c) 9NC–XNN ZC3NNR-HJ devices in the bias range from �1.0 to 1.0 V.
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these three primitive cell structures, one can find that 5NC is
equivalent to cutting the first row of a nanowire of 6CC, so an N
atom appears at the upper edge. Similarly, 4NN is equivalent to
cutting the last row of a nanowire of 5NC, and finally an N atom
appears on both edges. Their band structures are calculated in
Fig. 4(b). Both 6CC and 5NC have bands crossing the Fermi
level, showing metallicity, while 4NN is an indirect band gap
semiconductor. Interestingly, the number of bands crossing
the Fermi level decreases gradually from 2 to 0. From a struc-
tural point of view, we can say that if one edge contains N
atoms, the number of bands crossing the Fermi level will
decrease by one (i.e., n = 3 band disappears), and if both edges
have N atoms, this number will continue to decrease by one (i.e.,
n = 2 band disappears) and then becomes zero, so the ZC3NNR

changes from metal to semiconductor. It can be concluded that
the edge morphology can effectively regulate the electronic
properties of ZC3NNRs. This deserves further study.

In Fig. 4(c–e) the wave functions of the bands near the Fermi
level for the 6CC, 5NC and 4NN ZC3NNRs are calculated
respectively. The wave functions of the n = 1 bands of these
three structures have the same distribution, all from the Pz

orbitals of the C atoms of the pure carbon chain in the width
direction of the nanoribbons, while the atoms in the N-containing
chain do not contribute. As for the other two bands crossing the
Fermi level, i.e., n = 2 and n = 3, in the 6CC structure, the wave
function of the n = 2 band derives from the Pz orbitals of all C
and N atoms, but that of the n = 3 band is mainly from edge
atoms, belonging to the edge state. When the nanowire at the

Fig. 3 The transmission spectra of (a) 9NC–5NC under bias of 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 V; (b) 9NC–3NC under bias of 0.6 and �0.6 V; (c) The 9NC–6NN
ZC3NNR-HJ device under bias of 0.6 and �0.6 V. Zero energy is the Fermi level. The area between the green dotted lines is the bias window.

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic illustrations of 6CC, 5NC and 4NN ZC3NNRs. The primitive cell is omitted, the same as below. Nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen
atoms are shown by blue, gray and white balls, respectively. The cutting line is shown as orange dashed lines. (b) Band structures around the Fermi level of
6CC, 5NC and 4NN ZC3NNRs. The blue dotted line is the Fermi level. Isosurface plots of the G-point wave functions of (c) n = 1, 2, 3, 4 subbands of 6CC
ZC3NNR; (d) n = 1, 2, 4 subbands of 5NC ZC3NNR; (e) n = 1, 4 subbands of 4NN ZC3NNR.
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upper edge of 6CC is cut into 5NC, an N atom appears at the
edge. Interestingly, almost no wave function is distributed over
this N atom and its nearest C atoms (marked with a black
dotted circle) in Fig. 4(d), but the other atoms are unaffected
and still play the same role as 6CC, therefore the n = 2 band is
little influenced and remains present in 5NC. However the n = 3
band is shown to be an edge state in 6CC, which is highly
susceptible to edge atoms, so that this band does not exist near
the Fermi level of 5CC. In addition, we also calculate the pro-
jected density of state (PDOS) of 5NC as depicted in Fig. S1
(ESI†), further verifying that the edge N atom and its nearest C
atoms have little contribution to the DOS near the Fermi level.
This similar phenomenon also occurs in B and N-doped
ZGNRs51 and C-doped zigzag BN nanoribbons (ZBNNRs),52 it
is found that the electrons preferentially flow from C to B, but
the charge transfer from C to N is hampered due to large
Coulomb repulsion on the N sites, resulting in the N atoms
and connected C atoms contributing little to the DOS near the
Fermi level.51 So in our structures, it is the large Coulomb
repulsion on edge N sites that hinders the electron transfer
from the nearest C atoms, and further causes the state of the
band crossing the Fermi level to be affected, thereby reducing its
number. In 4NN, both edges have an N atom, therefore the n = 2
and n = 3 bands are more affected by the edge N atom and its
nearest C atoms, resulting in neither of these bands being near
the Fermi level. For the n = 4 band, the wave function is mainly
from the Pz orbitals of the C atoms of the benzene ring in 6CC. In
5NC and 4NN, although the contribution of the edge N atom and
its nearest C atoms is rare, the n = 4 band still exists due to the
strong coupling between the C atoms on the benzene ring.

Furthermore, we also study the effect of width on the
electronic structures of these three kinds of ZC3NNR (as shown
in Fig. S2, ESI†). For all XCC configurations, there are still two
bands crossing the Fermi level, and as the width becomes
larger, these two bands become more localized. For all XNC
ZC3NNRs, only one band crosses the Fermi level. For the XNN
ZC3NNRs, all structures are indirect band gap semiconductors,
but the band gap reduces as the width increases. On the whole,
the width has no essential effect on the electronic properties of
ZC3NNRs.

For clarity, the edge morphologies and properties of
ZC3NNRs and the electronic transport properties of the hetero-
junctions formed with 9NC are summarized in Table S2 (ESI†).
We now look at the ZC3NNR-HJ devices in Fig. 1, 9NC–XCC and
9NC–XNC devices are actually the combinations of two metallic
structures, showing rectification and NDR effects, a similar
phenomenon has also been found in graphene nanoribbons.42

However, the 9NC–XNN device is a metal–semiconductor
contact and presents very interesting diode behavior, in the
following, we focus on the analysis of its inherent physical
mechanism.

Selecting 9NC–4NN as the representative device to analyze,
its left and right electrodes are 9NC and 4NN ZC3NNRs respec-
tively. If we apply a bias to the electrodes, a potential difference
will appear between them, and their band structures will move
relatively downward or upward. In Fig. 5(a), we apply a forward

bias of 0.5 V and an energy window (green shaded area) occurs
due to the shift of the Fermi level. In this energy window, only
the left electrode has several bands while the right electrode
has a band gap between the valance band maximum (VBM) and
the Fermi level, so electrons cannot jump from the right
electrode to the left electrode, resulting in the prohibition of
electron transmission. As the forward bias continues to increase,
the n = 4 band of the right electrode will enter the energy window
so that electrons can jump between the two electrodes and the
device turns on, which explains why in Fig. 2(c), the positive cut-
off bias of 9NC–4NN is 0.5 V. Fundamentally, the forward cut-off
bias depends on the absolute value of the VBM of the right
electrode, and the larger the value is, the larger the cut-off bias
becomes. This value is about �0.5 eV for 2NN and 4NN, and
about�0.3 eV for 6NN and 8NN, so the forward cut-off biases for
their corresponding devices are 0.5 V and 0.3 V, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2(c).

Fig. 5(b) shows the band structures of the left and right
electrodes after applying a reverse bias of �0.5 V. Like the
mechanism under forward bias, electrons cannot jump in the
energy window due to the band gap between the conduction
band minimum (CBM) of right electrode and the Fermi level.
However, the difference is that when the bias increases, the
n = 1 band of the right electrode can enter into the energy
window, so electron can jump, but the reverse current in Fig. 2(c)
is still zero. We also test the wave functions of the n = 2 band of
the left electrode and the n = 1 band of the right electrode as well
as the higher band, and find there is no jumping limitation
caused by symmetry, therefore these bands can be matched.11,50

In this case, we guess that there is a potential barrier which
prevents electrons from being transmitted. So we calculated the
projected local density of states (PLDOS) in Fig. 6 to examine the
interface barrier under different bias.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the Fermi levels of the left and right
parts of the 9NC–4NN device are aligned under thermal equili-
brium state at zero bias. Furthermore, it is observed that the
left part is metallic, while the right part is a semiconductor with

Fig. 5 Band structures around the Fermi level of the left and right
electrodes of 9NC–4NN device (a) under forward bias of 0.5 V; (b) under
reverse bias of �0.5 V. The band labels are the same as in Fig. 4. The blue
dotted line is the Fermi level. The green rectangular area is the energy
window.
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a band gap of about 1.0 eV which is consistent with the analysis
of Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 6(b), When a forward bias of 0.8 V is applied,
the chemical potential of the right electrode is energetically
higher than that of the left electrode, so current flows from the
left to the right electrode, and electrons flow from the right to
the left electrode. Due to the rise of the Fermi level of the right
side, the CBM and VBM near the Fermi level are bent upwards.46

One can find that the electrons don’t have to overcome any
potential barrier at the interface during the flow, so the 9NC–
4NN device has a large current under high forward bias.

In contrast, after a reverse bias of �0.8 V is applied, the
chemical potential of the left electrode is energetically higher
than that of the right electrode as shown in Fig. 6(c), so electrons

flow from the left to the right electrode. However, although the
left Fermi level moves upward under reverse bias, it is still lower
in energy than the CBM of the right part at the interface, so a
potential appears at the interface.46,53 During the flow from the
left to the right electrode, electrons must overcome this potential
barrier, thus resulting in a very low current. Therefore the
9NC–4NN device is off at high reverse bias. Fundamentally,
the potential barrier is still due to the semiconductor nature
with the wide bandgap in the right part of metal–semiconductor
HJ device.

Combined with practical applications, the device’s interface
atoms are H-passivated. The metal–metal contact 9NC–3NC
and metal–semiconductor contact 9NC–4NN HJ structures are
selected as representatives of passivation, as shown in Fig. 7(a),
the H-passivated devices are named 9NC–3NC–H and 9NC–
4NN–H, respectively. Table S1 (ESI†) shows that H-passivated
devices have lower edge energies, and therefore have better
stabilities. In Fig. 7(b), the I–V characteristics before and after
passivation are compared. Obviously, for the 9NC–3NC device,
the shape of the I–V curve after passivation does not change,
and only slight changes in current under individual biases will
not affect the overall electronic transport properties. This
indicates that the change of interface barrier in the 9NC–3NC
device after passivation is very small, so it can be said whether

Fig. 6 The PLDOS plot of the 9NC–4NN device (a) at zero bias; (b) under
forward bias of 0.8 V; (c) under reverse bias of �0.8 V. The abscissa
indicates the Cartesian coordinate of the central region along the Z direction.
The color bar indicates the DOS amplitude.

Fig. 7 (a) Schematic illustrations of 9NC–3NC–H and 9NC–4NN–H
devices obtained by saturating the interface atoms of 9NC–3NC and
9NC–4NN devices with H atoms, respectively. (b) The current–voltage
curves of 9NC–3NC–H and 9NC–4NN–H devices in the bias range from
�1.0 to 1.0 V.
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the interface is passivated with H atoms has little effect on the
electronic transport properties of metal–metal contact devices
such as 9NC–3NC. Compared with the 9NC–4NN device, the
9NC–4NN–H device also conducts at 0.5 V under forward bias,
except that the on-state current is reduced, and also remains off
within the bias range from �0.5 to 0.5 V. The cut-off range
matches the band gap of the right electrode analyzed above. In
addition, when the reverse bias exceeds �0.5 V and continues
to increase, due to the decrease of the interface barrier after
passivation, the current of the 9NC–4NN–H device is greater
than that of the 9NC–4NN device, but the amplitude is small, so
the overall electronic transport properties have changed little.
Therefore, for the step-like ZC3NNR-HJ devices, after passiva-
tion, our above mechanism analysis is still valid.

Defects (such as point defects) are generally unavoidable
during sample preparation. Whether a point defect affects the
electronic transport properties of the step-like ZC3NNR-HJ
devices is unknown. In Fig. S3 (ESI†), we further investigate
the influences of point defects on rectification and NDR effects.
It is found that, with the 9NC–3NC–H and 9NC–4NN–H devices
as examples, a point defect near the step does not change the
overall electronic transport properties, and the rectification and
NDR effects are still very obvious, which provides a theoretical
reference for the experiment.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we take advantage of the heterogeneity with C
and N elements of a monolayer C3N material, and construct
several step-like HJ nanodevices composed of width-variable
zigzag C3N nanoribbons. It is found that the edge morphology of
the ZC3NNR causes disparate electronic structure and induces a
variety of electronic transport properties. The ZC3NNR is metallic
as long as one edge is of all-carbon morphology, but becomes a
semiconductor if both edges have N atoms. NDR and rectifica-
tion effects appear in the metal–metal contact 9NC–XCC and
9NC–XNC HJ devices, and the larger the interface step, the
more significant the rectification phenomenon, and the smaller
the interface step, the more obvious the NDR effect. Inter-
estingly, a forward-conducting and reverse-blocking rectifier
diode behavior occurs in metal–semiconductor contact 9NC–
XNN HJ devices. This is mainly caused by the band structure
of the right electrode and the interface potential barrier. Due to
the large band gap of the right electrode, the device cuts off
at low bias, and as the reverse bias continues to increase,
the device remains off due to the presence of an interface
barrier. When the interface of the device is passivated with
H atoms, the electronic transport properties do not change
much, and the mechanism is equally applicable. Furthermore,
a point defect near the step will not affect the overall electronic
transport properties, and the rectification and NDR effects
are still very obvious. It can be seen that the simple tailoring
method and abundant electronic transport properties of C3N
materials facilitates the application in the field of nano-
electronic devices.
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